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Figure 1: The Self-Regulated Shadowing (SRS) process with CAST: (i) While listening, learners track their progress with D1
by noticing misheard words from the transcript with D2. (ii) While shadowing, they get timely support from the transcript
with D2, and short breaks with D4 to make their learning experience less overwhelming. (iii) After listening, learners review
difficult chunks using D1, and adjust pause lengths between them using D4. (iv) After shadowing, learners spot-check practice
recordings with D1 and D4.

ABSTRACT
Shadowing, i.e., listening to recorded native speech and simultaneously vocalizing the words, is a popular language-learning technique that is known to improve listening skills. However, despite
strong evidence for its efficacy as a listening exercise, existing
shadowing systems do not adequately support listening-focused
practice, especially in self-regulated learning environments with
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no external feedback. To bridge this gap, we introduce ComputerAssisted Shadowing Trainer (CAST), a shadowing system that
makes self-regulation easy and effective through four novel design
elements — (i) in-the-moment highlights for tracking and visualizing progress, (ii) contextual blurring for inducing self-reflection
on misheard words, (iii) self-listening comparators for post-practice
self-evaluation, and (iv) adjustable pause-handles for self-paced practice. We base CAST on a formative user study (N=15) that provides
fresh empirical grounds on the needs and challenges of shadowers.
We validate our design through a summative evaluation (N=12)
that shows learners can successfully self-regulate their shadowing
practice with CAST while retaining focus on listening.
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Second Language (ESL) students, and found self-regulation to be the
• Applied computing → Computer-assisted instruction; • Human- major stumbling block for listening-focused shadowing practice.
We drew from a rich body of literature on Self-Regulated Learncentered computing → Interactive systems and tools; Empiring (SRL) theory to ground our findings, and shaped the process for
ical studies in HCI .
listening-focused shadowing around Zimmerman’s SRL cycle [58].
We found that aspects of shadowing practice tied to SRL, such as,
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ing the overall self-awareness during practice were areas where
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The transcript, i.e. the written form of the target audio, proved
to be a potential source of support for learners because we found
1 INTRODUCTION
that reading misheard words after listening to them enhanced the
Speech shadowing, i.e., listening to some target audio and immelearner’s ability to reflect on their mistakes. However, we also
diately vocalizing the words [29], is a popular language-learning
found that using the transcript led to what we describe as the
technique that is known to be effective for listening skill develtext-dependency problem — firstly, when given access to the full
opment [17]. Unlike written text, where the boundaries between
transcript, learners were tempted to read words before listening
words are clearly delineated, speech is a transient concoction of
to them. This behaviour diminished their opportunity to notice
phonemes, strung together in a continuous stream of sounds. While
misheard words because they already saw them in writing. Secnative speakers can effortlessly disentangle these phonemes into
ondly, reading from the transcript shifted focus away from listening,
words, non-native speakers have a much harder time. This is where
thereby, hampering the main learning goal of listening-skill develshadowing helps with listening — it sharpens the phoneme percepopment. This second observation is tied to prior experimental work
tion skills of non-native speakers [20, p. 47], thereby improving
on selective attention and reading while listening, which shows that
their ability to extract words from sounds.
our “ability to read and to listen concurrently is limited by the
However, existing software tools for shadowing do not provide
availability of both general and task-specific processing capacity”
adequate support for listening practice, because mainstream usage
[31]. Our core challenge, then, was to design a system that supports
of the technique is fixated on speaking skill development. The differthe learner’s ability to self-regulate their shadowing practice using
ence between shadowing for listening and shadowing for speaking
the transcript, while retaining a strong focus on listening.
is significant. The former targets bottom-up listening skills [21, 46],
To address this challenge, we designed Computer-Assisted
i.e., the ability to recognize words from phonemes, whereas the latShadowing Trainer (CAST), a listening-focused shadowing syster targets aspects of oral proficiency such as pronunciation, accent,
tem that enhances the Self-Regulated Shadowing (SRS) process,
and intonation, which are tangential to listening skill development.
and works well in situations with no external feedback. Through
A good example of a recent shadowing system from the HCI commuiterative design, we developed an ensemble of four novel design elenity that takes the latter approach is WithYou [56], a speech-tutoring
ments that work together to make SRS easy and effective (see Figure
system that automatically adjusts audio playback and difficulty level
1): (i) in-the-moment highlights, i.e., light-weight text-highlighting
by comparing “a learner’s speech and pronunciation”, with a “speech
interactions over a blurred transcript for progress tracking, (ii) contemplate to determine if a learner’s performance is good or not”
textual blurring, i.e., blurring and deblurring selective parts of the
[56]. Off-the-shelf shadowing apps (e.g., [12, 26, 39]) share a similar
transcript to resolve the text-dependency problem, (iii) listening
focus on speaking skill development.
comparators, i.e., shadowing recordings interlaced with the tranThe major barrier to the development of new software tools is a
script for post-practice self-evaluation, and (iv) adjustable pauselack of understanding in the field around the specific needs and chalhandles, i.e., strategically positioned draggable handles that can be
lenges associated with listening-focused shadowing practice. This
adjusted to introduce short breaks between difficult chunks withgap is critical and somewhat unexpected, given that the background
out altering playback speed. We validated our design through a
literature on the effectiveness of shadowing for listening practice
summative evaluation study (N = 12) that provides evidence in
is more substantive than for speaking practice [21, p. 390]. This
support of the efficacy of CAST as a self-regulated shadowing tool
does not undermine the usefulness of speaking-focused shadowing
for listening skill development.
systems, because speaking skills are important, and such systems
In this work, we contribute: (i) CAST, the first self-regulated
may catalyze future research efforts on shadowing for speaking.
shadowing system for foreign language listening practice, fresh
However, this does signify a clear need for the development of
empirical insights on learner needs and challenges associated with
shadowing systems that focus on listening skill development.
listening-focused shadowing, upon which we base our design apTo develop a system for listening-focused shadowing, we first
proach, and results from a summative evaluation that validates our
bridged the gap in our understanding of learner needs and chaldesign.
lenges by conducting a formative user study with 15 English as a
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2

RELATED WORK

Our work has been informed by SRL theory, previous education
technologies in HCI concerned with self-regulated learning, the rich
body of shadowing literature from language pedagogy, cognitive
psychology, and simultaneous interpreter training, and speechbased interfaces that use visual representations of audio to overcome its linear nature.

2.1

Shadowing is Rooted in Listening

The background literature on shadowing reveals that the technique
has important applications in two different, albeit connected, disciplines — cognitive psychology and simultaneous interpretation. While
in this work, we are primarily interested in language pedagogy, tracing the rich history of the technique back to those two disciplines
gives us useful insights on why shadowing is effective as a listening
exercise.
Starting as early as the 1950s, shadowing was used by cognitive
psychologists to study selective attention [6]. A classic example of
this is the application of shadowing in auditory attention experiments [8] on Moray’s cocktail party effect [34] — why are we so
good at tuning into a single conversation amidst a cacophony of
background voices?
In those experiements, learners were given a dichotic listening
task involving two different audio streams, one in each ear, and
asked to shadow only one of those streams. For the stream they
shadowed, participants were unable to recall its contents, i.e., they
focused on the sounds of the words, not their meaning [20]. For the
other stream, participants were completely oblivious to its message,
and did not notice even when its language was altered mid way
from English to German [8], i.e. they focused solely on the shadowed
stream. These results hint at the power of shadowing as focusing
technique that forces learners to pay close attention to the sounds
of a single audio stream.
Shadowing found its second home among simultaneous interpreters [27, 29], i.e., those who translate between languages in
real-time. The technique became a precursory exercise that helped
trainee interpreters practice timing, listening, and short-term memory skills [35], which can also benefit language learners because
shadowing improves phoneme-perception skills [17]. Here, timing
refers to the latency between heard and reproduced speech.
Building on insights from cognitive psychology and simultaneous interpreter training, researchers from a Japanese EFL pedagogy
context [19, 46–48] spearheaded efforts in shaping the shadowing
technique into a language learning exercise for bottom-up listeningpractice. Since then, because of a growing global interest in shadowing, the results of those efforts have been made accessible to a
wider international audience [17, 20].
While few preliminary studies have looked at the potential impact of shadowing on aspects of speech such as pronunciation [32],
intonation [23] and oral fluency [53], the research on the impact of
shadowing on listening skill development is more substantial [20,
p. 390]. This makes our focus on listening-skill development with
CAST well-aligned with pre-existing shadowing research.

2.2
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Existing Shadowing Systems

While the theoretical underpinnings of shadowing as a listening
exercise are well-understood [20, p. 9], existing shadowing systems
do not adequately address listening-focused shadowing, because
popular usage of the technique remains fixated on speaking practice.
A quick search for off-the-shelf shadowing apps brings to light
the imbalanced focus on speaking over listening. For example,
downloadable shadowing apps such as [12, 26, 39] all focus solely
on improving English speaking skills: [12] describes shadowing as
“training for English fluency”, and “the best way to improve English
speaking”, and [26] frames it as a technique for learning how to
“speak like a native by improving your pronunciation, rhythm, and
intonation.”
A recent and noteworthy shadowing system stemming from the
HCI community is WithYou [56], which uses “context-dependent
speech recognition” to automatically adjust the audio playback
and the difficulty of a “native speech template” when learners fail
to shadow smoothly, thereby supporting them when they face
difficulties, and helping them improve their speaking skills. We
distinguish CAST from these existing systems by noting its strong
focus on listening-skill development.

2.3

Enhancing Self-Regulated Learning

If we zoom out from the specific learning context of listeningfocused shadowing, we can situate CAST within a broader array of
systematic interventions for enhancing SRL. We are motivated by
previous SRL literature in favour of the notion that the “students’
self-regulatory competence can be enhanced through systematic
interventions”[43]. What strings together these interventions with
CAST is their shared conceptual framework, as described by various
SRL models [38], two of which are of particular interest to us,
namely, the Pintrich [40] and Zimmermann [57] model.
Pintrich’s model comprises four phases: (i) forethought, planning
and activation, (ii) monitoring, (iii) control, and (iv) reaction and
reflection [40]. These phases are highly flexible, and only “specifies
the possible range of activities” for SRL, and “does not necessitate
them”, nor does it “presume that the phases are linearly ordered”
[42]. Therefore, when designing CAST, we considered which aspects from these phases need support in our specific learning context by analyzing empirical findings from our exploration of learner
needs. For guidance on ordering, we turned to Zimmerman’s model,
and shaped our SRS process around its cyclical phases, namely, (i)
forethought, (ii) performance, and (iii) self-reflection [57].

2.4

Designing for Self-Reflection

Of the three phases in Zimmerman’s model, self-reflection is noteworthy because we are concerned with enhancing the learner’s
ability to reflect on misheard words from the target audio. Supporting reflective practice through design has been of particular
interest to HCI researchers for some time now [4, 14]. We can
broadly classify the various approaches for inducing self-reflection
under prompting (e.g., [7, 44, 51], and visualization (e.g., [9, 16, 49]).
In the first classification, learners self-reflect by responding to
prompts that concretize their thinking. For example, a learner may
be asked to explain their solution to a math problem [51], or to
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answer reflective questions while watching educational videos [44].
This approach works well only in situations where interrupting the
learner is okay. We must also make the a priori assumption that the
learner is able to recall how their practice went when interrupted.
With shadowing, prompting is unsuitable because it induces heavy
cognitive load [45], making interruptions during practice far too
obtrusive, and prompts after practice ineffective due to reduced
immediate recall [5].
In the second classification, learners use information visualization to glean insights from their experience, and in doing so, become
more self-aware of their learning process. For example, a learner
may reflect on how they spend their time by using charts and timelogs [16]. Visualization becomes especially helpful in situations
where moving information from the learner’s memory to an external form enables them to see new patterns. In the context of
shadowing practice, the transcript can be used as a visual counterpart to the audio. However, as we shall discuss in Section 3, using
the transcript for listening-focused shadowing comes with many
caveats that we address through design.

2.5

Visual Representation for Audio

From the perspective of interaction design, the transcript-based
speech navigation features in CAST have their roots in early HCI
systems such as SpeechSkimmer [3] and SCANMail [50] and more
recent systems such as RichReview [54], TypeTalker [2] and Skimmer [25]. These systems overcome the transient, un-skimmable
nature of audio using visual representations of sound such as audio
transcripts [25, 50], threaded wave-forms [54], and captions [50, 54].
Early systems favoured non-transcript visualizations such as waveforms and binary representations [22] because automatic transcript
generation was not yet practical. Since then, computer-generated
audio transcriptions have become inexpensive and accurate, and
so we opt for transcript-driven audio representation in CAST.
Our design approach adds new interaction techniques for multimedia navigation and consumption, such as blurring and revealing
parts of the transcript to guide the user’s attention, as detailed in
Section 4.2, and interlacing multiple audio segments with a comparator for in-situ reflection on one’s own performance, as detailed
in Section 4.3.

3

EXPLORING LEARNER NEEDS

To understand the needs and challenges of language learners associated with listening-focused shadowing practice, we conducted
a formative need-finding study where we explored how language
learners practiced shadowing using a representative audio player
and document viewer, and looked at how their needs and challenges
were connected with two popular forms of shadowing instruction,
namely, video-based and in-person instruction.

3.1

Method

We conducted semi-structured interviews with our participants
after providing them with two shadowing tasks.
3.1.1 Participants . Our participants consisted of 15 international
students aged 18 to 24 (12 women and 3 men), who had taken
ESL lessons within the last two years. We screened them for firstlanguage (L1) variety so that our findings weren’t tied to specific
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L1 traits. Our participants spoke Chinese (Mandarin, Cantonese,
and other local dialects), Korean, Russian, Ukranian, Hindi, and
Arabic as L1, and their English proficiency levels ranged from A2
(beginner) to C1 (advanced) on the CEFR scale [37], with B2 (intermediate) being the most common. These levels were assigned
and cross-validated by two native English speakers based on a twominute recorded conversation at the beginning of each interview.
Responses on prior familiarity with shadowing ranged from definitely not (13.33%) and probably not (26.66%), to probably yes (50%)
and definitely yes (20%).
3.1.2 Tasks . The first task simulated a scenario where participants
discovered shadowing from a video, and practiced on their own.
The second task simulated a scenario where they had access to oneon-one guidance from an instructor. By asking them to practice
shadowing twice, first with video-only instruction, and then with
individualized guidance from an instructor, we were able to identify
which of the needs and challenges were intrinsic to the technique,
and which were tied to the form of guidance.
3.1.3 Materials . We used Arthur the Rat [1], a standard passage in
native British English [28], as shadowing material. To ensure equal
difficulty levels for both tasks, we divided the passage into two
halves of equal length of around 160 words each, and used one half
for each shadowing task, counterbalancing the order in which they
were presented. As instructions for the first task, we used a highly
popular video on shadowing [36]. This video is representative of
what learners may typically find when doing online searches on
shadowing1 .
3.1.4 Procedure . We began the study by demonstrating how the
tools worked, and asked participants to try them out to make sure
they were comfortable with using them. Then, they completed
the first shadowing task after watching the video. For the second
task, we provided in-person guidance on the shadowing process
by going over each step based on a script adapted from shadowing
instructions in [20]. Then, participants completed the second shadowing task. We recorded the computer-screen and audio during
both tasks, and made observation notes from a distance. Finally,
with the shadowing experience fresh in their mind, we conducted
a follow-up interview where we unpacked our participants’ needs
and challenges. The entire study took approximately one hour to
complete.
The lead investigator conducted the whole study. During pilots, it
became apparent that shadow learners tend to be self-conscious and
anxious when others are present. To remedy their self-consciousness,
we decided not to outnumber the participant during the study. To
minimize potential demand characteristics, all study procedures,
including the specific instructions given to the learner, followed a
script that was validated by the second author.
3.1.5 Analysis . Our data consisted of interview transcripts and
task observation notes. To deduce a set of requirements for CAST
that addresses real-world learner needs and challenges, we coded
and analyzed the data using reflexive thematic analysis [10] through
1 While

the video’s title mentioned speaking practice only, the content covered the
role of listening in shadowing, and includes statements such as “[shadowing] trains
your ear to listen very very carefully”, and that it helps the learner to become “very
good at hearing”.
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an inductive-deductive lens, using the rich theory on listeningfocused shadowing as a pre-existing code that guided our interpretations.

3.2

Findings

Our findings (F1-F5) indicate the need for a tool that enhances
the learner’s ability to self-regulate their shadowing practice. We
order them considering both their prevalence in our data, and our
judgement on their importance.
F1. Learners want to practice alone. When asked to describe
the ideal environment for shadowing, 9 participants made 20 references on their desire for mental and physical space, which is tied to
the need to practice alone. This was due to two interrelated factors,
namely, self-consciousness and the inability to concentrate on shadowing in front of others, especially their instructor. P9, P12 and
P13 felt uncomfortable “speaking in front of people”. The issue of
self-consciousness has been observed in related HCI sytems which
require ESL students to speak, e.g., [55], but was exacerbated in our
context because the shadowed speech produced by our participants
was often garbled and unintelligible, making them feel even more
self-conscious. P16 mentioned that the act of imitating someone was
“kind of embarrassing”. Isolation offered participants the freedom
to make mistakes, which they valued. When alone, P4 felt that they
were “...free to talk aloud...to make mistakes...to miss words...and
to say them incorrectly”. P14 felt that shadowing in front of an instructor “can be so messed up”, because being observed made them
“feel pressured”. The power imbalance typical in student-instructor
relationships is therefore an important sub-factor that makes selfregulated learning an attractive choice because that negates the
need for external observation.
F2. Learners have a hard time self-regulating their practice. 9 participants made 19 references to the sense of overwhelm
they felt during practice, which hampered their ability to selfregulate. When practicing alone, the learner’s ability to self-regulate
their practice becomes important due to "high levels of learner autonomy and low levels of teacher presence" [52]. However, we
found that self-regulation didn’t come easy for learners, as they
were prone to making poor strategic choices during practice, even
when provided with video-instructions on how to shadow. The
video instructed the participants to (i) listen very carefully to the
audio, then (ii) shadow with the transcript, and then, (iii) shadow
without the transcript. P7 and P10 remained quiet during the entire
practice session, missing the basic requirement that words must be
vocalized during shadowing. P7 thought that vocalization wasn’t
necessary and P10 only quietly moved their mouth. P1 never practiced without the transcript, even though step (iii) in the video
required them to do so. P3 spent considerable time reading the text
before playing the audio, getting the order of steps wrong. With
in-person guidance in the second task, based on observed performance from the first task, participants made better choices during
practice. However, providing such guidance requires observation
from an instructor during practice, which is in direct conflict with
their need to practice alone (F1). We interpret this observation on
not following instructions as an issue of self-regulation because it
indicates a misalignment between the learner’s strategic choices
during practice (e.g. remaining quiet, reading before listening), and
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their learning goal (i.e. listening improvement) due to inadequate
self-monitoring. Learning strategy formation, goal setting, and selfmonitoring are all key processes in self-regulated learning [56],
and therefore, such misalignment can be framed as a problem of
self-regulation.
F3. Learners tend to read from the transcript before listening to the target audio. 15 participants made 55 references to
their desire to read before listening. Listening-focused shadowing
requires learners to rely on their ears. However, audio-only shadowing is cognitively demanding [24]. When given access to the
transcript, we found that participants were tempted to use reading
instead of listening as a shortcut shadowing strategy, which hampered their listening practice. This observation formed the basis
of the text-dependency problem as discussed in Section 1. P9 “tried
to read the words at the same time as the audio...”, while focusing
primarily on the text. P11 thought “reading the text and then saying
things” made the exercise easier, because with the text gone, they
could only partially recall what was there before. We can glean
three important patterns from these comments. First, participants
relied on the text because reading felt easier than audio-only shadowing. Second, as confirmed by additional comments from P6 and
P14, participants were reluctant to remove the transcript because
they were trying to memorize the the material in advance. Third,
participants turned to the transcript as a source of support. The
text-dependency problem became more pronounced when participants couldn’t keep up with the narrator’s pace, because shadowing
became a difficult game of playing catch-up, as described by P10:
“...the audio just keeps carrying on, and I have to catch-up...but
that’s very hard.”
F4. Reading soon after listening helps learners reflect on
their mistakes. 6 participants made 9 references to the phenomenon of the text leading to self-reflection on mistakes. Checking the
transcript soon after listening to a difficult portion led to aha moments, where participants realized what they misheard. For example,
P11 misheard “hole” as “home” during the listening step, and only
realized this when they checked the transcript while shadowing
that part. P1, P10, and P12 had a similar experience, as summarized
by P9: “...I recognized so many things, so many words that I thought
I understood, but it turned out to be a different word.”
Our data offers insights on exactly when those aha-moments
occur. Participants (P11, P13, P14) noticed misheard words if they
checked the text soon after the audio reached that point in the
passage. Reviewing the text before listening to the target audio
diminished their opportunity to mishear something, since they had
already seen the word in writing. Reviewing the text after listening only worked if the learner did not have to search through the
text. P14 reported that it took too long to “search through the text”
when looking for a misheard word. By the time the learner located
the misheard word, if the audio had moved much further into the
passage, their opportunity to notice misheard words was reduced.
Reviewing the text soon after mishearing something maximized
their chances for self-reflection — that is where the learning happened. Therefore, the timing window for self-reflection is small, and
precise time-synchronized stimuli from the audio and the transcript
is key to effective transcript-induced self-reflection.
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F5. Learners tend to skip difficult parts without revisiting
them. Our participants (P8-P11) skipped difficult parts when overwhelmed, and did not consistently revisit them in successive rounds
because it was difficult for them to recall which parts they skipped
once they were done with a round. This negatively impacted their
learning because those parts contained words they were most likely
to mishear. The extent of overwhelm was unequally distributed. We
see this in P9’s comment,“in general, I didn’t feel like the pace was
too fast, except when things became really unfamiliar.” Therefore,
learners need support for tracking skipped parts, so that they can
revisit them with consistency.

4

DESIGNING CAST

We triangulated our findings with self-regulated learning theory [38,
40, 57] multimedia learning theory [33], and existing empirical work
on shadowing [6, 8, 20, 34], to define a set of design requirements
for CAST. These consist of the overarching requirement (R0) for
enabling SRS, and four supporting requirements (R1-4), that when
fulfilled, resolve R0. The first two columns in Figure 2 provide
an overview of our requirements, and how they bridge our user
findings and design elements.
R0. Provide structured guidance on the self-regulated shadowing process. This is the overarching requirement that encompasses all other requirements. While all of our findings point towards R0, the first two are of particular relevance because these
indicate that learners want to practice alone (F1), but are unable to
self-regulate their practice without added support (F2). R0 positions
CAST as an intervention for enhancing self-regulated learning.
R1. Maximize self-reflection on mistakes without inducing text-dependency. This requirement seeks to resolve the conflict between the learner’s ability to use to the transcript to reflect
on misheard words (F4) and the text-dependency problem (F3). It
positions the transcript as a self-reflection device for SRS, but requires us to address the pitfalls of giving full-access to the transcript
during practice.
R2. Enable tracking of misheard portions with minimal
cognitive overload. This requirement is based on our observation that learners are inclined to skip difficult parts while shadowing, without always remembering to return to them in successive
rounds of practice (F5). To fulfill R2, the learner must be able to systematically track misheard words in an external, easy-to-visualize
format, so that they can return to those words later rounds without
needing to remember everything in their head. The high cognitive
load of shadowing [18] makes R2 challenging to fulfill because any
additional tasks that learners must do for tracking must not be
burdensome to them.
R3. Enable post-practice self-evaluation without requiring practice recall. Frequent self-evaluation is an important selfregulated learning strategy, especially when it "conveys information
that students may not acquire on their own" [41]. For shadowing,
this information consists of the specific parts of the passage where
the learners faced difficulties when speaking along in the Shadow
phase. Both F3 (text-dependency) and F5 (skipping difficult parts
without returning to them) are symptomatic of the learner’s inability to recall and pinpoint specific parts that need additional
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practice. R3 seeks an easy self-evaluation mechanism that makes
such pinpointing possible.
R4. Minimize overwhelm during practice without lowering playback speed. The self-regulated learner “would not tend
to satisfice or minimise effort...”, and “...would not be confused or
overwhelmed by learning tasks” [13]. However, contrary to this description, shadowing often overwhelms the learner (F5), and when
overwhelmed, learners seek shortcuts to minimize effort (F4). This
requirement, therefore, seeks to reduce overwhelm during practice.
We do not lower playback speed because shadowing improves
listening skills by requiring the learner to meet the target narrator’s
pace [6]. R4 has been identified and addressed in WithYou using
speech recognition-based dynamic pause modification [56]. We
explore a self-regulated variant of the pause-modification idea to
see if learners are able to adjust pauses by themselves without
relying on an external mechanism that makes these decisions on
their behalf.

4.1

Structuring the Self-Regulated Shadowing
Process

We manifest the overarching requirement (R0) in our design by
structuring the SRS process into two phases: Listen and Shadow2 ,
structuring each phase around two interleaved modes: Practice
and Reflect (see Figure 3). Playing the target audio triggers Practice, whereas pausing triggers Reflect, because we see pauses as
opportune moments for self-reflection and forethought.
CAST offers four core design elements (D1-4, see Figure 1) that
bind and support the four phase-mode combinations: In-the-moment
Highlights (D1) are mnemonic devices for annotating, tracking, and
visualizing easy/difficult parts of the passage. Contextual blurring
(D2) selectively blurs and reveals parts of the transcript to minimize text-dependency through assisted self-control. Self-listening
comparators (D3) preserve recorded chunks of shadowing practice
that are overlaid on the transcript to allow learners to make close
comparisons between the transcript and self-recordings. Adjustable
pause-handles (D4) are used to introduce short breaks between
punctuated chunks and sentences.
(1) In Listen-Practice, the learner listens to the target audio, and
highlights difficult portions (D1). In doing so, they form a
visual map of areas where they anticipate difficulty during
Shadow-Practice, leaving them better prepared.
(2) In Listen-Reflect, they pause to review their highlights from
Listen-Practice, and introduce short breaks between difficult
chunks by adjusting pause-handles (D4).
(3) In Shadow-Practice, they focus solely on shadowing because
any other activities during Shadow-Practice will distract
them and impede their learning. CAST quietly preserves
their practice in the background in the form of self-listening
comparators (D3).
(4) In Shadow-Reflect, they engage in post-practice self-evaluation,
by using the self-listening comparators (D3) created during
Shadow-Practice in combination with in-the-moment highlights (D1), to listen to themselves and update their visual
map with highlights.
2 Note on terminology: In Section 4, we reserve “Shadowing” for the technique as a
whole, and “Shadow” for the specific phase.
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REQUIREMENTS

DESIGN ELEMENTS

F1: Learners want to practicing alone

Overarching Requirement
R0: Provide structured guidance on the
self-regulated shadowing process

F2: Self-regulation is difficult for them

R1: Maximize self-reflection on
misheard portions without inducing
the text-dependency problem

F3: The transcript induces the text
dependency problem

D2: Contextual blurring for
reducing text-dependency

R2: Enable tracking of misheard or
mis-shadowed portions with minimal
cognitive overload

F4: The transcript also induces selfreflection on misheard words

R3: Enable post-practice selfevaluation without requiring the
learner to recall their practice

F5: Skipping is a common strategy
when the native pace feels too fast

R4: Minimize sense of overwhelm
during practice without altering the
native cadence of the target audio

D1: In-the-moment
highlights for progress
tracking and visualization

D3: Self-listening
comparators for postpractice self-evaluation

D4: Self-adjustable pause
handles for chunking and
self-paced shadowing

Figure 2: How the findings from our exploration of learner needs translate into requirements and design elements of CAST

PRACTICE

Phases

Modes

Highlighting Toolbar

Transcript
Guidance
on Phases

Controls

Figure 3: The layout design in CAST is structured around phases and modes. The user interacts with the transcript and the
target audio using a set of controls and a highlighting toolbar.

4.2

Resolving text-dependency with
Contextual Blurring

We maximize self-reflection while minimizing text-dependency
(R1), and partially enable tracking of misheard words (R2) by combining highlights (D1) with contextual blurring (D2). With D1,
learners track misheard words as they listen by highlighting them.

Learners highlight words after they hear something they don’t understand, i.e. the word they want to mark falls before the current
point in the audio. Therefore, the audio is automatically paused the
moment the learner begins highlighting, and resumed when they
finish. This allows the learner to go back and check the transcript
to see if they misheard something. They can make simultaneous
references between the transcript and the audio by clicking on the
word to connect the text with the sounds.
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The current word is
revealed if it was
previously marked as
difficult
CAST temporarily reveals words
that are highlighted as difficult
The text is revealed during
Reflect Mode…

…and blurred during
Practice Mode

Figure 4: Contextual blurring and in-the-moment highlights work together to solve the text-dependency problem.
D1 on its own does not induce self-reflection on misheard words
because of the text-dependency problem (If learners read as they
listen, or read in advance, they do not notice misheard words). We
resolve this problem by combining D1 with D2. To retain focus
on listening, D1 blurs the transcript whenever the target audio is
played. To induce self-reflection on misheard words during listening, D1 works together with D2 to reveal difficult parts while they
are being highlighted by the learner, i.e. the moment the learner
lets go of the highlight, it transitions back to being blurred. If the
learner highlights something and holds on, the text slowly transitions back to being blurred to prevent learners from fixating on
reading a specific part for too long, and to encourage them to continue listening. Learners know where to mark even when the text
is blurred by marking in relation to a time-synchronized moving
word marker.

4.3

Tracking Mis-shadowed Words with
Self-Listening Comparators

We complete the tracking process (R2), and enable post-practice
self-evaluation (R3) by introducing self-listening comparators (D3).
R2 is partially supported by D1 and D2 because the highlighting
process afforded by them is doable during listening, but not shadowing. Early on in the iterative design process, we tested the idea
of doing highlights while shadowing, but this proved to be too challenging for learners, likely due to the significantly higher cognitive
load for shadowing compared to listening [24]. Therefore, to fully
support R2, we enable tracking of mis-shadowed words in addition to misheard words by introducing self-listening comparators
(D3). D3 works in the background to record the learner whenever
they shadow, and inserts these recordings into the transcript in a
manner that allows for tight comparisons between the recordings
and the transcript. When the learner plays a recording, the timesynchronized word marker moves at the rate of the target audio, to
allow learners to observe any difference between their rate and the
target rate.
There are subtle, but notable differences between the way D1
works in Listen-Practice and Shadow-Reflect. In the latter, the audio
isn’t pause during highlighting because learners listen to themselves,
as opposed to the target audio. This enables them to spot-check
the current word and update their highlights as they listen. During Listen-Practice, the learner uses D1 to map out words they

perceive as misheard. In Shadow-Reflect, when they use D1 in
combination with D2, they are confronted with how they actually
shadowed. The D1 mapping process in Listen-Practice helps with
forethought before shadowing, whereas the mapping process in
Listen-Reflect helps with post-practice self-evaluation of listening
ability after shadowing. Updating the map by iterating through
successive rounds of Listen-Practice and Shadow-Reflect allows the
learner to adapt their practice through self-monitoring progress
because the map reflects their current state, and signifies where to
focus in the next round, and encourages them to keep practicing
until they can confidently mark everything in green.

4.4

Reducing Overwhelm and Fixation with
Adjustable Pause-Handles

To reduce overwhelm during practice (R4), we introduce adjustable
pause-handles (D4) that integrate nicely with the existing workflow (see Figure 1). Pause-handles are placed between punctuation
marks and periods in the transcript because pausing at those points
does not alter the native cadence. Learners use the visual map resulting from D1 to decide where to pause. Pausing before a difficult
chunk reduces overwhelm by providing learners with a short break,
whereas pausing after a difficult chunk prevents them from fixating on previous difficulties by grounding them back to the present
moment. The current pause is signified by a pulsating marker that
encourages learners to breathe.

5

EVALUATING CAST

We wanted to test whether the inclusion of our design elements
positively impacted the learner’s ability to self-regulate their shadowing practice using the transcript while retaining a strong focus
on listening.

5.1

Method

To validate our design, we conducted a summative evaluation using
a baseline interface as a reference. This baseline included features
that are typically found in media players and document viewers, i.e.,
play/pause button, volume control, slider for audio navigation, and
the ability to view the transcript. We removed tangential differences
between the study conditions that could potentially confound our
results by maintaining the same overall visual layout of the common
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…so that learners can listen to themselves and selfevaluate their shadowing performance by
highlighting over the transcript

CAST quietly records and
embeds practice chunks into
the transcript…

Multiple attempts for the same
chunk are stacked to compare
improvements over time

Figure 5: Self-listening comparators support post-practice self-evaluation through comparisons between self-recordings and
the text.

LISTEN PHASE

SHADOW PHASE

*LP1: Focus on Listening

*SP1: Focus on listening

LP2: Check difficult parts

*SP2: Check difficult parts

*LP3: Avoid reading easy parts

*SP3: Avoid reading easy parts

*LP4: Revisit difficult parts

*SP4: Following Target Pace

*LP5: Track difficult parts

*SP5: Practice in chunks

*LR1: Review difficult parts

*SR1: Track difficult parts

*LR2: Evaluate listening-ability

*SR2: Review difficult parts

*LC1: Self-awareness on progress

*SR3: Evaluate shadowing ability
SC1: Speculative learning gain

LC2: Mental Preparedness
0

1

2
3 4 5 6
Level of Agreement

Baseline

CAST

7

0

∗ = 𝑝𝑝 <

1

2
3 4 5 6
Level of Agreement

7

0.5
(with Bonferroni adjusted 𝛼𝛼 level)
9

Figure 6: CAST enhances the learner’s ability to self-regulate their listening-focused shadowing practice using the transcript.
UI elements (the placement and dimension of buttons and text, font
size, and color) in both interfaces.
We designed our measures to cover three user-experience dimensions tied to both self-regulation and shadowing: (i) the relative
attention between listening and reading (4 measures from Figure 6:
SP1 & 3, LP1 & 3), (ii) the ability to identify, reflect upon, and correct shadowing mistakes through self-reflection and self-evaluation
without feeling overwhelmed (11 measures from Figure 6, all excluding LC1 & 2 and SC1), and (iii) mental preparedness and speculative
listening improvement (3 measures from Figure 6: LC1 & 2 and
SC1).
We ran 4 pilots to iterate on our measures and used the feedback we received to ensure that our participants understood the
questions. Our primary focus was to investigate the comparative advantages of CAST over baseline. We asked the same set of questions
for each condition, and used one-item measures as opposed to a

multi-item scale. The simplicity afforded by the one-item measures
made it easier for participants to compare the the conditions.
5.1.1 Participants. The inclusion criteria for participants was the
same as our need-finding study. We recruited a new batch of 12
ESL students aged 18 to 34 (7 women, 5 men) through purposive
sampling to ensure that they spoke a variety of L1s. We did not
include participants from our previous study to counter potential
demand characteristics.
5.1.2 Tasks. Each participant finished two shadowing tasks, one
with baseline and the other with CAST. The features of CAST work
in tandem. For example, the highlights (D1) are taken into account
by the contextual blurring feature (D2), and pause-handles (D4)
delimit recorded chunks created by the comparators (D3). Therefore,
we designed our tasks to give participants a sense of how the each
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interface worked as a whole, instead of presenting each feature in
isolation. Interface order was fully counterbalanced.
5.1.3 Materials. To provide an ecologically valid learning experience, we used four real-world articles as shadowing material.
These articles were on two different topics (Science and Movies), to
minimize the chance of domain interest affecting shadowing performance. The order of the topic was counterbalanced. We chose these
articles based on relevance to the learner’s real life, word variety,
and unfamiliarity (i.e., passages that the participants did not know
in advance).
5.1.4 Procedure. We conducted the study remotely over a 1.5 hour,
recorded video-conference call. Doing the study online helped us
reach international ESL participants, and enabled us to simulate
the experience of practicing alone as closely as possible. We began
the study by introducing the self-regulated shadowing process,
and encouraged participants to reflect on their mistakes for both
tasks for a fair comparison. For each task, participants completed
a Likert-scale based questionnaire once after finishing the Listen
phase, and once after finishing Shadow. We used this questionnaire
to gain insights on where the learners were focused during each
phase, and to see whether they were able to self-regulate their
learning through self-monitoring, self-evaluation, self-reflection
and self-pacing. We concluded the evaluation with a 10 minute
semi-structured interview.
5.1.5 Analysis. For paired-comparisons, we opted for a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. We were interested in testing whether CAST offered significant improvements over baseline, and so we chose a
one-tailed test with 𝐻 0 : 𝐵 > 𝐶. To minimize chances of committing
a Type I error, we applied the Bonferroni correction (𝛼 = .05
9 = .0055
because there were 9 tests for each phase).

5.2

Results
“The experience [with CAST] is pretty amazing, actually. With the first version [baseline], I had some difficulties with keeping track of where I am, and to find the
hard parts. The text was making it very difficult to focus
on the audio. But with the second version [CAST], it was
very convenient ... I especially liked the ability to track
parts ... and because the text was blurred, I could focus
on the audio ... also, the ‘double-highlighting’ feature,
where I could mark difficult words in deeper shades of
red, helped me practice those parts more than once ... as
I am not a native speaker, I couldn’t keep up with the
pace [with baseline], so dividing the passage into chunks
[with pause handles] was pretty amazing.” — P10

The overall response to CAST, as exemplified by P10’s comment, was largely positive, with 15 out of the 18 indicators in our
Likert-scale questionnaire (see Figure 6) showing statistically significant improvements over baseline (𝑝 < .05
9 , 𝑑 > 1) in terms of
the learner’s ability to focus on listening, and to self-regulate their
shadowing practice.
In the following sections, L and S refers to the Listen and the
Shadow phase, whereas P and R refers to the Practice and Reflect
mode. C refers to the stage after phase completion. For example,
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LP1 refers to the first question about the learner’s experience during Listen-Practice, whereas LC1 refers to the first question after
competing the Listen phase.
CAST improves the learner’s ability to focus on listening
(LP1, SP1): We note a significant improvement in the learner’s
ability to focus on the audio during both listening (LP1: 𝑝 < .001,
𝑑 = 1.896) and shadowing (SP1: 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = 1.996). This is
because contextual blurring in CAST was very well received, and
learners appreciated the ability to use the transcript without feeling
distracted by the text, which was a recurring issue with baseline.
“I think the first one [CAST] is much better because I
can focus on listening more than reading. In the second
one [baseline], I feel like I am reading the text but I am
not hearing what the speaker is saying” — P14
“...when the text becomes blurred you’re not distracted
by the other words” — P9
CAST improved the ability of learners to check difficult
parts during shadowing, and enabled them to avoid unintentional glances at surrounding text (LP2, LP3, SP2, SP3): Since
in baseline, the transcript is always visible, and the Listen phase
does not require too much effort, checking difficult parts while
listening was doable with both versions (LP2: 𝑝 = .044, 𝑑 = .542).
However, without a moving word marker and contextual blurring, participants had to rely on skimming to find difficult parts
with baseline, which was cognitively demanding for them. In CAST,
such skimming is not necessary, and hence we see a notable improvement in the learner’s ability to check difficult parts while
shadowing (SP2: 𝑝 = .001, 𝑑 = 1.161). Furthermore, without contextual blurring, checking difficult parts forced participants to make
unintentional glances at surrounding portions of the passage, even
when they wanted to avoid reading those parts and to focus on
listening. Once again, CAST resolved this issue with contextual
blurring (LP3, SP3: 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 > 1)
CAST makes it easy to track, review, and read difficult
parts (LP4, LP5, LR1, SR1, SR2): In-the-moment highlights made
tracking difficult parts during listening practice (LP5: 𝑝 < .001, d
= 1.526) and shadowing reflection (SR1: 𝑝 < .001, d = 1.287) effective. With all the difficult parts highlighted over the blurred transcript, participants could easily use the moving word marker and
transcript-driven audio navigation features to revisit (LP4: 𝑝 < .001,
𝑑 = 1.38), review (LR1: 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = 1.259), and redo (SR2: 𝑝 < .001,
𝑑 = 1.26) those parts until they mastered them.
CAST enables and enhances post-practice self-evaluation
(LR2, SR3): When learners pause to reflect on their listening and
shadowing ability, having a visual map of areas to focus significantly
improves their ability to evaluate how well they were able to listen
(LR2: 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = 1.108).
Comments from our participants confirm that they cannot easily
remember how well they were able to shadow, nor can they do
in-the-moment highlights during shadowing.
“You can’t remember what you spoke...that’s why [selfevaluating with baseline] wasn’t good.” — P5
“It is too much to mark and shadow at the same time.”
— P13
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Therefore, our evaluation results confirm that combining in-themoment highlights with self-listening comparators makes postpractice self-evaluation possible and effective (SR3: 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 =
1.467).
Pause handles enable learners to match the target pace by
make chunking significantly easier, and prevent them from
fixating on hard words (SP5, SP4): By adjusting the pause handles, learners found it significantly easier to break down the passage
into meaningful chunks with CAST (SP5: 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = 1.627). One
of the reasons why we designed these pause handles was to enable
learners to match the target pace without altering the native speed
of audio, and we can confirm that pause handles achieve this purpose. (SP4: 𝑝 < .001, 𝑑 = 1.141) In addition to matching the target
pace, comments from P4 and P9 indicated that the pause handles
provided an unexpected additional benefit — it stopped them from
fixating on difficult words. While shadowing, when learners come
across a difficult word, thinking too hard about their past shadowing performance can adversely impact their future performance
and learning. The pause handles introduce small breaks that give
learners a moment to reflect on past performance and move on.
CAST heightens self-awareness on progress but does not
impact learner’s confidence level before shadowing (LC1, LC2):
The visual mapping process supported by in-the-moment highlights
give learners a clear and complete idea of all the hard and easy parts
of the passage (LC1: 𝑝 < .002, 𝑑 = 1.055), thereby heightening their
self-awareness on progress. However, this did not impact how mentally prepared they felt to begin shadowing after completing the
listening phase (LC2: 𝑝 = .010, 𝑑 = .777). While we do not have
data on the specifics of why mental preparedness was not impacted,
we can say that knowing which areas need more work may not
make learners feel better about their shadowing ability.
Learning gain remains an open question (SC1): For the given
duration of practice (approximately 15 minutes for each phase), and
the single session over which participants used the two interfaces,
the difference between self-reported pre and post-task learning
gains was not statistically significant. The original p-value for the
speculative learning gain showed only a weak trend (SC1, 𝑝 = .009,
d = .797), and there’s the possibility that Bonferroni adjustment
may have induced a Type II error.
Comments from participants (P1, P2, P4, P9) showed the promise
of longer-term learning gain with CAST over baseline:
“[With CAST], I know where I am not doing well...If I
can clearly identify where I’m struggling with, I can
repeat it to make sure I can do it better next time.” — P1
It is also worth noting that previous shadowing studies concerned with learning gain typically span multiple sessions and
involve a large number of participants (see examples of shadowing
research on page 25 of [20]). Therefore, long-term learning gain
with CAST remains an open question, and can form the basis of a
future study of that nature.

6

DISCUSSION

In this section, we reflect on the generalizability and implications
of our findings.

6.1
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The Practice-Reflect Model for
Multimedia-based Self-Regulated Learning

In CAST, we introduce the practice-reflect model, where we dynamically adjust content representation (blur/unblur) depending
on the phase, (listen/shadow) and mode (practice/reflect) of the
learning context (shadowing). The purpose of this model is to
guide the learner through the metacognitive processes necessary
for self-regulated learning. We can apply this model to different
multimedia-based learning contexts by defining the phases and
modes specific to those contexts. For example, if the goal is to learn
how to solve a math problem, the supporting content can be a stepby-step solution to the problem. A self-regulated system based on
our practice-reflect model can reveal parts of the solution only in
contexts where doing so will make the learner self-reflect on their
mistakes. Akin to the transcript-dependency problem, providing
unconstrained access to the entire solution in advance will make
the learner too reliant on it, and therefore, this model is useful here.
This model is applicable even in contexts where the learning
goal conflicts with shadowing. Say we want to learn the Iliad by
heart (a famous epic poem with 15,693 lines [30]). The learning goal
between shadowing and memorization are flipped — in the former,
memorization is a vice because it removes the need for learners to
rely on listening to decode words, in the latter, memorization is the
goal. Instead of beginning with a blurred document, we may begin
reading from an unblurred document, and highlight parts where
we feel confident to blur them. Using what we know about memory
retention over time, we can figure out the contexts where revealing
blurred parts can help the learner. For example, we can apply an
algorithm that uses the classic Ebbinghaus forgetting curve [11] as
a basis. This curve suggests that we tend to continually halve our
“memory of newly learned knowledge in a matter of days or weeks”
unless we “actively review the learned material” [15]. Therefore,
revealing portions that require review based on that curve can help
us define the contexts in contextual blurring.

6.2

Applying the CAST Design Approach to
Other Languages

“I’m Chinese and for us, we don’t get praised for doing
well, we just want to correct all of our mistakes.” — P1
Returning to our localized learning context of foreign-language
listening practice, we chose English because it is of interest to a
very large group of language learners. However, neither shadowing,
nor self-regulated learning are exclusive to English pedagogy, and
therefore, the overarching design concepts embodied within CAST
can be generalized for the acquisition of other foreign languages.
Most of the components can be used as-is, with little to no modification. For example, contextual blurring is applicable as long as the
language has a written script that is supported by the computer. The
same can be said about the process of self-evaluation through comparisons between the self-listening comparators and the transcript.
Some of the features require additional forethought. For example, if
pause handles are to be used, we must reconsider what constitutes
a meaningful chunk in the target language because punctuation
marks such as commas and periods are not universal. Furthermore,
culture can influence design in unexpected, albeit significant ways,
and culture is inextricably linked with language. For example, P1
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from our evaluation study avoided marking parts as complete, and
focused solely on identifying parts that she couldn’t do yet. When
asked why, she noted that in her culture, it is commendable to focus
on areas of improvement rather than areas of achievement, and her
cultural lens shaped how she used in-the-moment highlights.

6.3

Differentiating between Consumption and
Learning

“[With baseline], it’s very useful if you just want to hear
a story or say you are on the bus...but it won’t help you
to learn English or practice my listening...[wtih CAST]
it’s interactive, and you’re spending more time, and you
are involved in learning...”—P9
“...going through all parts until I could highlight everything in green...I felt like going over it again and
again...but with the other one [baseline], there’s no
progress to be made...”—P11
We can understand why CAST enhanced self-regulated learning by
considering a fundamental distinction between tools designed for
consumption, and tools designed for learning. When the learner
uses a media player and document viewer for shadowing, it is easy
for them to consume the audio and the text, but it is not necessarily
easy for them to engage with the content in a manner that makes
them reflect on their consumption. From this perspective, we can
view the features offered by CAST as mechanisms for engaging
and interacting with the material in a structured manner that helps
them transition from the role of a content consumer to the role of a
content learner. This is reflected in the comments from P9 and P11
on why they engaged more deeply with the shadowing material
using CAST.

7 FUTURE WORK
7.1 Supporting Self-Regulated Speaking
Practice
While the CAST design process focused on listening-focused shadowing, some of our findings and design elements are applicable
to speaking-focused shadowing. Findings F1 (practicing alone), F2
(need for self-regulation) and F5 (skipping hard parts), remain applicable, as they are tied how shadowing is done. D1 (in-the moment
highlights) and D4 (adjustable pause-handles) remain useful for
tracking and chunking. Self-listening Comparators (D4) must be
modified into Speaking Comparators by changing the standard of
comparison from the transcript to the target narration. Comparing
two audio streams can be tricky, however, because audio is linear.
D2 (contextual blurring) can still help with speaking since closely
matching the sounds in the target audio requires careful listening.
Validating, modifying and extending the design elements of CAST
for other learning contexts such as speaking is a potential avenue
for future work.

7.2

Component-wise Validation and Long-term
Learning Gain

Our evaluation allowed for a holistic validation of our design approach, but how learners interact with our design components
individually, and the nature of any potential learning gain resulting
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from long term use remain open questions. Therefore, studies on
component-wise validation and long-term learning gain can also
form the basis for future work.

8

CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced CAST, a novel shadowing-based language learning system for self-regulated listening practice. We
explored the needs and challenges of learners through a formative
user study with ESL students (N=15), and found that they want
to practice alone, but are unable to self-regulate their shadowing
practice. We also found that the transcript induces self-reflection
on misheard words. We used these findings to develop an ensemble
of four design elements that include contextual blurring, in-themoment highlighting, listening comparators, and adjustable pause
handles. We validated our design elements through a summative
evaluation study (N=12), that showed learners were successfully
able to self-regulate their listening-focused shadowing with CAST.
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